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0022-2836 © 2011 Elsevier Ltd. Open accCellular functions of an organism are maintained by protein–protein
interactions. Those proteins that bind multiple partners asynchronously
(date hub proteins) are important to make the interaction network
coordinated. It is known that many date hub proteins bind different partners
at overlapping (OV) interfaces. To understand howOV interfaces of date hub
proteins can recognize multiple partners, we analyzed the difference between
OV and non-overlapping (Non-OV) regions of interfaces involved in the
binding of different partners. By using the structures of 16 date hub proteins
with various interaction partners (ranging from 5 to 33), we compared buried
surface area, compositions of amino acid residues and secondary structures,
and side-chain orientations. It was found that buried interface residues are
important for recognizing multiple partners, while exposed interface residues
are important for determining specificity to a particular ligand. In addition,
our analyses reveal that residue compositions in OV and Non-OV regions are
different and that residues in OV region show diverse side-chain torsion
angles to accommodate binding to multiple targets.© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.Introduction
In a protein–protein interaction (PPI) network, it
is often found that some proteins interact with
many other proteins. These so-called hub proteins
are of central importance in functioning of the
cell.1–6 It is observed that change in the sequence or
structure of hub proteins can lead to failures in
various cellular functions.6–9 For a hub protein to
function properly, it should be able to recognize
and bind more than one partner (ligands) selec-
tively and specifically.10 Recognition of multipleress:
ing; Non-OV,
in interaction; PDB,
ace area; ASA,
le sequence
ess under CC BY-NC-ND licenpartners by a hub protein can occur synchronously
or asynchronously.6 Depending on this temporal
characteristics, hub proteins are classified into two
categories: date hub proteins (asynchronous bind-
ing) and party hub proteins (synchronous
binding).6 It was observed that interactions be-
tween a party hub protein and its partners mostly
occur at spatially separated interfaces.11 On the
contrary, in the case of many date hub proteins, the
interactions with the ligands take place by using an
overlapping (OV) region of the interface.10,11
Therefore, one should expect that selectivity and
specificity in ligand recognition of these date hub
proteins are determined by the differential charac-
teristics of OV and non-overlapping (Non-OV)
regions of the interface. By analyzing the atomic
structure of protein–protein interfaces, in the
current article, we examined the factors for the
recognition of ligands by these date hub proteins.
For convenience, we simply refer to a date hub
protein as a hub protein in the present study.se.
Fig. 1. Illustrative example of a multi-ligand interface from vertebrate ubiquitin, one of the most promiscuous date hub
proteins in our analysis. OV and Non-OV regions of the interface are evident from the side view (left). The set of receptors
(referred to as A in the text) are in red (in wire frame; superimposed by MATRAS17), while ligands are in different colors
(in cartoon). Molecular figures were generated by jV.44 Various vertebrate ubiquitins from different PDB coordinate files
are 1S1Q (receptor and ligand chain identifiers are B and A), 1UZX (B and A), 1WRD (B and A), 1YD8 (U and H), 2FID (A
and B), and 2O6V (E and F). Respective annotations of different ligand chains are tumor susceptibility gene 101 protein
(blue), vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein VPS23 (green), target of Myb protein 1 (yellow), ADP-ribosylation
factor binding protein GGA3 (magenta), Rab5 GDP/GTP exchange factor (cyan), and ubiquitin (black). Note that one of
the receptor–ligand pair is a ubiquitin homodimer.
714 Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface RegionsLet us consider the following scenario to demon-
strate how OV and Non-OV regions are important
in recognition. Say, receptor A (e.g., ubiquitin) is a
date hub protein, which interacts with different
ligands L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5 with respective
interfaces I1, I2, I3, I4, and I5 on A (Figs. 1 and 2a).
Note that not all these ligands are always available
to A at the same time due to temporal and spatial
restrictions of A and its ligands in a cell. Assume that
all the ligands are available to the receptor at the
same time and location to make the model of PPI
simple. Therefore, we can say that A is capable of
selecting either of these ligands out of all other
molecules present in the system. This is referred to
as selectivity of a date hub protein. We defined the
specificity of A with respect to a particular partner
as the ability of A to bind that partner instead of all
other partners (under certain conditions). To de-
scribe specificity and selectivity, we defined a multi-
ligand interface of A by taking the union of all the
residues in the interfaces (i.e., [iIi shown in Fig. 2a,
right) and also defined OV and Non-OV regions on
A on the basis of promiscuity of residues in the
multi-ligand interface. In a multi-ligand interface,
we defined promiscuity of a residue as the diversity
of ligands that the residue can interact. Thus,
residues in the OV region are more promiscuous
than the residues in the Non-OV region. In regard to
the specificity of the multi-ligand interface, one can
say that the OV region is less specific than the Non-
OV region, and it is the combination of the residues
in the OV and Non-OV regions that will give the
specificity to a ligand. In regard to selectivity, one
can say that the multi-ligand interface of A is
capable of selecting a few ligands (out of all othermolecules present in the cellular environment) using
its OV region. In this article, we studied the
differences between OV and Non-OV regions that
help to understand the mechanism of specificity and
selectivity in recognition.
Kinjo and Nakamura suggested that residues in
the OV regions may be more buried than residues in
the Non-OV regions;12 however, the correlations
were not studied in full detail. Therefore, the role of
exposed and buried residues and atoms present in
the OV and Non-OV regions in recognizing multiple
ligands was closely examined in the current study. It
is also known that amino acid compositions of
buried and exposed residues in protein–protein
interfaces are different.13,14 Hence, it would be
worth investigating what residues were frequent in
the OV and Non-OV regions. It was relevant to
study how a residue in the OV region was making
contact with different ligands to gain insight into the
mechanism of multiple ligand recognition. It has
been observed in PPIs that side-chain conformations
are important in the recognition process.15,16 Ac-
cordingly, we examined variations in the side-chain
torsion angles of residues in the OV region. In
addition to the intrinsic properties of receptor
interfaces, we also examined the interaction of the
hub protein chain with the ligand chain.
Results and Discussion
Identification of date hub protein interfaces
Hub proteins were defined as a set of similar
(N95% BLAST18 sequence identity with E-value
Fig. 2. (a) Multi-ligand interface of date hub protein receptor (represented as I1, I2,…, I5 on receptor A, see the text). The
structures of complexes between AL1, AL2, …, AL5 were obtained from PDB.
19 The union of the interfaces on A ([iIi) is
shown on the right. (b) Schematic representation of the identification procedure of date hub protein interfaces, where
receptors are in black and ligands are in magenta. Steps 1 to 5 are as follows: Step 1. All protein–protein interfaces in PDB
data set. Step 2. Complete-linkage clustering of the receptor interfaces (black rectangle represents receptor clusters). Step
3. Single-linkage clustering of the ligand chains in each cluster of receptors (magenta rectangle represents ligand clusters
in a receptor cluster). AL1 (L1 represented as continuous line) and AL2 (L2 represented as broken line) are two pairs of
receptor–ligand chains (where complexes AL1 and AL2 appeared in different PDB entries and L1 and L2 came from two
different ligand clusters). Step 4. Identification of partially OV regions (shown in blue) and corresponding Non-OV
regions (shown in yellow) of the pairs (e.g., AL1 and AL2, AL1 and AL3, …); I1, I2, and I3 are respective interfaces on A.
Sequence identity between two partially overlapping regions in each pair (i.e., upper and lower blue regions) must be
100%. Step 5. MSA in a receptor cluster to identify a multi-ligand interface, shown as a rectangular box in magenta on
receptor A (which binds to all the ligands). A downward arrow indicates the process of integrating the receptor–ligand
interfaces on A. The multi-ligand interface shown here binds to the ligands L1, L2, …, L5.
715Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface Regionsb0.001) protein chains or receptors that bind various
kinds of ligand protein chains. In addition, these
receptors must have partially overlapping interfaces.
This set of receptors was treated as a single date hub
protein with a multi-ligand interface (Fig. 1). Follow-
ing the procedures described in Materials and
Methods (schematically shown in Fig. 2b), we
identified 16 receptor clusters of date hub proteins
(hubprotein data set) startingwith all protein–protein
interfaces present in the ProteinDataBank (PDB)19 (as
of June 2009). For a receptor cluster, a multi-ligand
interface was defined by taking the union of all the
interface residues of the receptors (schematicallyshown in Fig. 2a, right). There were 16 multi-ligand
interfaces in 16 receptor clusters of the hub protein
data set (Table 1), and the number of types of ligands
ranged from 5 to 33 (vertebrate ubiquitin being the
topmost, followed by cationic trypsin and basic
pancreatic trypsin inhibitor) (illustrative examples of
multi-ligand interfaces from different hub proteins
are given in Supplementary Fig. S3).Wepoint out that
the hub proteins studied in our data set may not
reflect physiological PPIs for a particular organism;
however, these proteins are known to physically
interact and they satisfied the identification criteria
detailed in Materials and Methods.
Table 1. Details of composition of data set of hub proteins
(data set 1)
Annotation of the receptorsa
Number of
ligand types
Number of
receptor–interfacesb
Vertebrate ubiquitin 33 87
Cationic trypsin
(cat_trypsin)
15 41
Basic pancreatic trypsin
inhibitor (BPTI)
13 84
Chymotrypsin, chain
C (chymotrypsin_C)
10 43
β2-microglobulin
(B-2-microglobulin)
8 117
Bovine thrombin 7 14
Chymotrypsin, chain B
(chymotrypsin_B)
7 41
Human thrombin 7 12
Trypsin 7 12
Actin 6 202
Calmodulin 6 15
Histone H4 6 71
Uracil-DNA glycosylase
inhibitor (U-DNA_
glycosylase_inhibitor)
6 21
Histone-H3-like 5 79
RAS-related protein 5 9
Yeast ubiquitin 5 6
Annotations of the 37 types of receptors without the constraint of
the number of ligand types (at least two types of ligands) are
included in Supplementary Table S2.
a There are 16 receptor clusters in the data set of the hub
protein. In our method, a multi-ligand interface was defined for
each receptor cluster. The clusters are sorted by number of ligand
types. Annotations in parentheses are used in the figures.
b Total number of receptor interfaces occurring in all multi-
ligand interfaces of the hub protein data set was 854. In terms of
ligand clusters present in a receptor cluster, 98.4% interfaces (840
in number) were annotated as biological, because there exists at
least one interface annotated as biological corresponding to a
ligand cluster. The remaining 14 interfaces involved 7 interfaces
from ubiquitin, 5 interfaces from U-DNA glycosylase inhibitor, 1
interface from human thrombin, and 1 interface from bovine
thrombin.
Fig. 3. Fractions of buried residues (a) and buried
atoms (b) in the multi-ligand interfaces of each cluster in
hub protein interfaces (hub protein data set). Gray lines
indicate the fractions of buried residues and buried atoms
averaged over interfaces from the NR data set.
716 Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface RegionsTo define the OV and Non-OV regions, we first
defined the promiscuity of a residue site in a multi-
ligand interface as the normalized number of
ligands interacting with that residue site. If the
promiscuity of a residue site in a multi-ligand
interface was greater than or equal to the median
of promiscuity, that residue site was defined to be in
the OV region; otherwise, that residue site was
defined to be in the Non-OV region.
Characteristics of date hub protein interfaces
It was already suggested that in OV and Non-OV
regions of date hubproteins, the frequency of exposed
and buried residues and atoms may be different.12
However, before analyzing differences between OV
and Non-OV regions, it is useful to analyze the
general features of hub protein multi-ligand in-
terfaces. Hence, we calculated fractions of buried
and exposed residues and atoms in hub proteininterfaces. As a control, we also analyzed a set of 5668
protein–protein interfaces composed of representa-
tive, non-homologous receptor chains (referred to as
non-redundant or NR data set) in the PDB.
Fractions of buried and exposed residues and
atoms in the interfaces
We first present the differences in fractions of
buried and exposed residues and atoms between the
hub protein data set and the NR data set [see
717Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface RegionsMaterials and Methods for the definition of fraction
of buried and exposed residues (and atoms) in the
multi-ligand interface of hub proteins].
The fraction of buried residues averaged over
multi-ligand interfaces for the hub protein data set
was 0.26±0.14, which was found to be higher than
the value (0.09±0.08) obtained for the NR data set
(Yuen–Welch test statist ic 20 = 5.7 with P-
value=2.8×10−4). We calculated the fraction of
buried residues in the multi-ligand interfaces for
each cluster (Fig. 3a). In all cases except for β2-
microglobulin, we found that buried residue content
was significantly higher in the hub proteins than in
the NR data set.
In later sections, it will be shown that residue-level
description is not enough to fully explain the
characteristics of the multi-ligand interfaces. There-
fore, instead of residues, we compared the fraction
of buried atoms averaged over multi-ligand in-
terfaces for the hub protein data set and the NR data
set (0.59±0.05 and 0.42±0.12, respectively, with P-
value b2.7×10− 6 and Yuen–Welch test statis-
tic=10.1). It was observed from the fraction of
buried atoms in the multi-ligand interfaces for each
cluster (Fig. 3b) that the hub protein interfaces
contain significantly more buried atoms.Residue composition in the interfaces
We next show the differences of residue compo-
sitions in the hub protein data set and the NR data
set. The propensity (see Materials and Methods for
the detailed definition of propensity) of a residue to
occur at the receptor multi-ligand interface of hubFig. 4. Propensities of different residue types to occur in
the multi-ligand interfaces over surface in the hub protein
data set. For the NR data set, the propensity of different
residue types to occur in the interface over surface was
calculated.proteins was defined as the ratio of the fraction of a
residue at the multi-ligand interface to that at the
surface (Fig. 4). We observed that the residue
composition of hub protein multi-ligand interfaces
moderately correlated with the general protein–
protein interfaces (Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient=0.58 with P-value=6.9×10− 3). However,
there were some subtle differences. Namely, Cys,
Val, Thr, and Gly were found to have high
propensity for the hub protein multi-ligand inter-
face. Phe, Arg, Trp, Met, Leu, Tyr, and His were
found to be frequent in both data sets; however,
propensities for hub protein were greater for the first
five residue types. Asn, Pro, Ala, Lys, Glu, and Ser
residues were found to be rare in hub protein multi-
ligand interfaces.
Propensities of buried residues and atoms in
OV and Non-OV regions of the interfaces
According to a previous study,12 it is expected
that one should observe a higher frequency of
buried residues (and atoms) in the OV region and
a higher frequency of exposed residues (and atoms)
in the Non-OV region. To validate this point, we
compared the propensities of buried or exposed
residues (and atoms) in the OV and Non-OV regions
(see Materials and Methods for the definitions of
propensities).
At the residue level (Fig. 5a), we observed that, in
11 clusters, propensities of buried residues in the OV
regions were significantly higher than those in the
Non-OV region (Fig. 5a), whereas in 3 clusters,
propensities of buried residues in the Non-OV
region were significantly higher than those in the
OV region. For 2 clusters, differences in propensities
of buried residues in the OV and Non-OV regions
were insignificant.
At the atomic level, clearer trends were observed
(Fig. 5b). For all the clusters except histone H3-like
proteins, histone H4, and RAS-related proteins, the
propensities of buried atoms in the OV region were
significantly greater than those in theNon-OV region.
It is important to note that calmodulin receptor
chains were not structurally superimposable (Sup-
plementary Fig. S4). It is known that during binding
of different ligand chains, calmodulin undergoes
huge conformational change.21–23 Nevertheless, we
observed that the OV and Non-OV regions of
calmodulin were distinctly different in terms of
propensities of buried and exposed residues and
atoms. Therefore, even in the case of calmodulin, the
OV region, which binds to the ligands less specifical-
ly, uses buried residues and atoms more frequently.
We confirmed the presence of more buried
residues in the OV regions by comparing buried
surface area (BSA) per atom for the OV and Non-OV
regions (Supplementary Material S5). If an OV
region contains more buried residues, one should
Fig. 5. Propensities of buried residues (a) and atoms (b)
in OV and Non-OV regions for different clusters of
receptor interfaces.
Fig. 6. Propensities of residue types (based on the
number of occurrences of residue types) in the OV region
over the Non-OV region for the date hub protein
interfaces, represented as logarithms. Bias of a residue to
occur in the OV region instead of the Non-OV region is
represented by any value in y-axis greater than zero.
718 Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface Regionsexpect greater BSA in this region, which was indeed
found to be the case.
Residue compositions in the OV and
Non-OV regions
It was previously suggested that in the protein–
protein interfaces, the residue compositions of
exposed and buried residues were different.13,14 To
examine this difference in terms of OV and Non-OV
regions of multi-ligand interfaces, we compared the
residue propensities (Fig. 6) in the OV and Non-OV
regions (see Materials and Methods for the defini-tion of propensities). Note that, here, we are
analyzing propensity of a residue type to occur in
the OV region over the Non-OV region, and this
analysis is different from propensity of a residue
type to occur in interface over surface (Fig. 4).
Figure 6 shows thatCyr, Tyr,His,Met, Leu, andTrp
have propensities for the OV region higher than those
for theNon-OV region; on the contrary, Pro, Thr, Asn,
Phe, and Asp have propensities for the Non-OV
region higher than those for theOV region. To explain
the higher propensity of Cys in the OV region, we
found the propensity of thoseCys to be buried instead
of exposed to be 2.6. More buried Cys residues in the
OV region is in accordancewith the higher propensity
of Cys to occur in the buried or “core” region13 than in
the exposed or “rim” region of the interface.
Note that propensity of Pro was high for the Non-
OV region in contrast to the OV region (Fig. 6). As
Pro is conformationally rigid and fixes the local
conformation in and around itself,24–26 it may be
helpful to bind specifically to one of the ligands.27,28
Differences in diversity of side-chain χ1
angle for residues occurring in OV and
Non-OV regions
It was mentioned above that the sequence
identities at the partially overlapping region of a
pair of interfaces were 100% (Fig. 2b, step 4), and in a
receptor cluster, all the sequences were highly similar
(N95% sequence similarity). However, residues in the
OV region are able to select multiple partners. Hence,
a residue-level description of the interfaces is not
719Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface Regionsenough to account for themechanism of the selection.
In PPI, it was already shown that side-chain
conformations of the interface residues are important
in the recognition process.15,16 Moreover, in recent
analyses, it has been shown that interface residues
were more frequently found in high-energy torsion
angle state29 and side-chain conformation changes
due to protein–protein association.30 Therefore, we
asked how side-chain conformational changes are
associated with multiple binding. To address this
point, we identified sets of equivalent residues in the
OV and Non-OV regions from multiple sequence
alignments (MSAs) and analyzed diversity of side-
chainχ1 angles in each such set of residues (Fig. 7 and
Supplementary Table S6). As a control, we have used
sets of equivalent residues from theNR data set. For a
set of equivalent residues in the hub protein data set
and NR, we calculated order parameter (Sχ1)31 from
the set of torsion angles. For a multi-ligand interface,
the Sχ1 value for a residue type in OV and Non-OV
regions was calculated as Sχ1 averaged over residue
sites (Supplementary Table S6).
We observed that diversity in χ1 angle was more
prominent in the OV region than in the Non-OV
region (Fig. 7). For all the residue types except Cys,
His, Val, and Tyr, Sχ1 averaged over clusters
deviated more significantly from unity in the OV
region than in the Non-OV region. For Val, the
opposite trend was obtained, and for Cys, His, and
Tyr, the difference in average Sχ1 between the OV
and the Non-OV regions was found to be insignif-
icant. To test how significantly Sχ1 averaged over
clusters deviates from unity, we first identified sets
of equivalent residues from the NR data set, where
identical chains bind to identical ligands. Distribu-
tion of average Sχ1 in the NR data set was observed
to be close to unity, as expected (Fig. 7). In
comparison to the NR data set, 16 out of 18 residueFig. 7. Comparison of average Sχ1 values averaged
over clusters for different residue types occurring in the
OV and Non-OV regions of the hub protein data set and in
the NR data set.types in the OV region showed significantly less
average Sχ1 values (Fig. 7). Lys, Asn, Arg, Glu, and
Thr were the top five residues that deviate signifi-
cantly from the NR data set. Contrarily, when
compared to the NR data set, the Non-OV region
showed significantly less average Sχ1 values for
only 9 out of 18 residue types (deviation for Val
being the topmost) (Fig. 7). Moreover, we observed
diversities in χ1 angle vectors in OV and Non-OV
regions for different clusters (Supplementary Table
S5). For example, Thr, Asp, and Arg residues
showed large deviation from unity in such clusters
as chymotrypsin chain C, calmodulin, and yeast
ubiquitin (Supplementary Table S6a). However, in
the case of the Non-OV region, only a few residue
types showed large deviations of χ1 angle vector
(Supplementary Table S6b).
In support of our result that the OV region had
distinct roles in the ligand selection, we present
two examples of ligand binding by two different
types of proteins (namely, vertebrate ubiquitin and
human thrombin) in Fig. 8. Upon binding of one of
the two ligands, a region specific to that ligand in
combination with the partially overlapping region
was used in the recognition. Such a partially
overlapping region for a pair was analogous to the
OV region of a multi-ligand interface. At the
atomic level, we observed that side chains of some
residues in the partially overlapping regions were
oriented differently. For example, partially over-
lapping regions were found to contain residues
such as His, Phe, and Arg; the aromatic rings of
His and Phe were in different orientations (Fig. 8).
Likewise, in the second example (Fig. 8b), we also
found different orientations of Gln and Met in the
partially overlapping region. These examples
indeed indicated that an atomic-level description
was necessary to explain multiple ligand selection
of hub proteins. In support of Fig. 8a, it is
indicated in Fig. 7 that Arg is one of the most
conspicuous residues that show diversity in χ1
angle while binding to multiple ligands.
Compositions of secondary structures in the
OV and Non-OV regions
In the previous section, we observed that side-
chain χ1 angles of the residues in the OV regions
showed conformational diversity. To better under-
stand the conformational diversity, we now com-
pare backbone structures (as defined by DSSP32) of
the residues in the OV and Non-OV regions. In our
analysis, we defined α-helix, 310-helix, and β-strand
as regular structures and the remaining ones as
non-regular [viz., turn (“T” in DSSP), bend (“S”),
β-bridge (“B”), and coil (unassigned in DSSP)
structures] and compared content of regular and
non-regular structures in multi-ligand interface (see
Materials and Methods). We observed that the
Fig. 8. Examples of partially overlapping interfaces from vertebrate ubiquitin (a) and human thrombin (b) [superimposed
by using MATRAS;17 corresponding ligands (displayed in wire frame)44 were rotated and translated accordingly]. Partially
overlapping regions of the interfaces for two receptors are colored corresponding to the ligand chains and shown in sticks.
Interface regions in each receptor thatwere not part of the partially overlapped region are colored red and shown in backbone
representations. All non-interface residues coming from both the receptor chains are colored gray and shown in backbone
representations. Residues in the partially overlapping region that shows two distinctly different side-chain orientations are
marked. (a) Vertebrate ubiquitin receptors are from 1UZX (chain B) and 1YD8 (chain U), while corresponding ligands are
from1UZX (chainA; green) and 1YD8 (chainH;magenta). Annotations of the ligands are vacuolar protein sorting-associated
protein VPS23 and ADP-ribosylation factor binding protein GGA3, respectively. (b) Human thrombin receptors are from
2A45 (chain B) and 4HTC (chain H), and corresponding ligands are from 2A45 (chain J; green) and 4HTC (chain I; magenta).
Annotations of the ligands are fibrinogen α/α-E chain and hirudin variant 2, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Propensity of residues with non-regular struc-
tures over regular structures occurring in OV andNon-OV
regions of different multi-ligand interfaces.
Fig. 10. Percentage of exposed and indirectly contacting
atom sites occurring in OV and Non-OV regions of
different multi-ligand interfaces.
721Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface Regionsaverage fractions of regular and non-regular struc-
tures for residues in multi-ligand interfaces were
almost equal (47±14% of regular structures) (Sup-
plementary Fig. S7a). However, the propensity of
residues with non-regular structures over regular
structures in the OV region was observed to be
higher than that in the Nov-OV region for 12 out of
16 receptor clusters (Fig. 9; the remaining 4 clusters
included bovine thrombin, calmodulin, trypsin, and
U-DNA glycosylase inhibitor). We also observed
higher propensity of residues with coil structures in
the OV region than in the Non-OV region for 11 out
of 16 clusters (Supplementary Fig. S7b). Moreover,
in the majority of the clusters, we observed higher
propensity of helical and strand residues in the Non-
OV region than in the OV region (Supplementary
Fig. S7c and d). We observed that, on average, multi-
ligand interfaces contain a slightly higher fraction of
β-strand than helices (25% compared to 22%).
Overall, these observations suggest that Non-OV
regions contain more ordered structure (helices and
strands) than the OV regions. More diverse struc-
tures were also observed in the χ1 angles in the OV
regions (Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table S6a).
Moreover, it has been previously known that the
interaction promiscuity of some hub proteins de-
pends on the presence of intrinsic disorders.33 The
intrinsic disorders present at the interface might be
considered as an extreme case of non-regular
backbone structures and the diverse side-chain
conformations in the OV regions. On the contrary,
the presence of regular structures in the Non-OV
regions may be responsible for specific ligand
binding. However, for calmodulin, cluster diversi-ties in the backbone conformations were found to be
similar in the OV and Non-OV regions (Fig. 9 and
Supplementary Fig. S7a–c), and this may be due to
huge conformational change due to ligand binding
(Supplementary Fig. S4).
Presence of indirect interactions in the OV and
Non-OV regions
In the above sections, we have studied the interface
properties of the receptor chains per se. To gain insight
into the binding mechanism, we next examined
interactions of hub protein interfaces with the ligand
chains. It is already known that hub protein interfaces
frequently contain free spaces in the interfaces and the
packing is not optimal to achieve interface
complementarity.34 The presence of the free spaces
indicates that some atoms in the hub protein in-
terfaces were involved in indirect interaction with the
ligand chain (referred to as indirectly contacting
atoms). In the current analysis, we say that an
interaction between a receptor atom and a ligand
atom is indirect if the interface atoms of the receptor
remain completely buried [0 Å2 accessible surface
area (ASA)35] in both the bound and unbound forms
(denoted by buried and indirectly contacting) or
involve no change in ASA upon binding (denoted by
exposed and indirectly contacting). Alternatively, we
say that an interaction between a receptor atom and a
ligand atom is direct if the interface atoms of the
receptor involve change in ASA upon binding. Using
atomic-level description of multi-ligand interface (see
Materials andMethods), we defined each atom in the
multi-ligand interface as indirectly contacting or
directly contacting and calculated the fraction of
indirectly contacting atoms in the OV and Non-OV
722 Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface Regionsregions. We observed that 48±10% of the atoms in
multi-ligand interfaces were involved in indirect
interaction (highest for the vertebrate ubiquitin,
74%). We observed that, in total, 2782 indirectly
contacting atom sites were present (out of a total of
5899) in the 16 multi-ligand interfaces. Moreover, we
observed that 59% of those 2782 atom siteswere in the
OV region. Analysis of the fractions of exposed and
indirectly contacting atoms in the OV and Non-OV
regions (Fig. 10) reveals that in six clusters, the OV
regions contained a higher fractionof the exposed and
indirectly contacting atoms. However, in four clus-
ters, fractions of exposed and indirectly contacting
atoms in Non-OV regions were higher than those in
OV regions. The presence of indirectly contacting
atoms in the OV region of the multi-ligand interface
clearly indicates the presence of free spaces between
the interacting atoms. The residues that contain these
indirectly contacting atomsmaybe responsible for the
increased binding ability of the hub protein chain
with multiple ligands.36 Conversely, the less number
of indirectly contacting atoms in the Non-OV region
may be related to the specific interaction with the
ligand.
Conclusion
In Introduction, we demonstrated the importance
of theOVregion in the selectionof a few ligandsout of
all other molecules present in the system and we also
indicated that the Non-OV region will help date hub
proteins to show specificity to a particular ligand
(Figs. 1 and 2). To elucidate the differential charac-
teristics of these OV and Non-OV regions, we
examined differences in propensities of buried and
exposed residues (and atoms) and residue composi-
tions. Moreover, to gain insight into the multiple
partner selection,we compared diversities in the side-
chain χ1 angles (and backbone conformations) in the
OV region and in the Non-OV region. We observed
that the propensities of buried residues or atomswere
higher in theOV region (Fig. 5). Therefore,we suggest
that buried residues or atoms have roles in selecting a
few ligands from all other molecules present in the
system and exposed residues will help to show
specificity to a particular ligand. We have also
found that OV and Non-OV regions were different
in residue compositions; Cys and aromatic residues
such as Tyr, His, and Trp were found to have high
propensity to occur in the OV region, while polar
residues such as Pro, Asn, and Asp were more
abundant in theNon-OV region (Fig. 6).We observed
that residues in the OV region showed diverse side-
chain conformations (Fig. 7 and Supplementary Table
S6). Two illustrative examples of multiple ligand
recognition clearly showed that an atomic-level
description was necessary to explain the mechanism
of selection (Fig. 8). Our result showed the presence
of more non-regular secondary structures in the OVregion and more regular secondary structures in the
Non-OV regions (Fig. 9), further confirming the
importance of flexibility in residue conformations.
Moreover, we observed the appreciable presence of
indirect interactions in the OV region (Fig. 10). In
conclusion, content of buried residues and atoms,
flexibility in side-chain and backbone conforma-
tions, presence of hydrophobic residue types, and
presence of indirectly contacting atoms in the OV
region were responsible for the selectivity in ligand
recognition, whereas content of exposed residues
and atoms, rigidity in side-chain and backbone
conformations, presence of polar residue types, and
presence of directly contacting atoms in the Non-
OV region were responsible for the specificity in
ligand recognition.Materials and Methods
Identification of date hub protein interfaces
To identify date hub protein interfaces,we started from a
pre-compiled data set of protein–protein interfaces (used
in an earlier work12) (Fig. 2b, step 1). A protein interface of
a receptor chain is defined as a set of non-hydrogen atoms
that are in contactwith the non-hydrogen atoms of a ligand
chain with a distance cutoff of 5 Å. In addition, we took a
relational table representing geometric similarity scores
between two interfaces (obtained from GIRAF37) as pre-
compiled. Sequence similarity between two protein chains
was defined from BLAST sequence identity18 (N95% with
E-value b0.001). We collected all pairs of similar receptor
chains with different ligands, where geometric similarity
between the receptor chains was the maximum. We found
10,004 such receptor interfaces. Complete-linkage cluster-
ing of these receptor interfaces using sequence similarity
(Fig. 2b, step 2) gave 374 clusters of receptor interfaces
containing at least five members. In each receptor cluster,
we performed single-linkage clustering of ligand chains
(Fig. 2b, step 3) and filtered the receptor clusters that
contained at least 5 ligand clusters. For two receptor chains
occurring in a cluster of receptors with different ligands,
we identified the partially overlapping region from the
sequence alignment (Fig. 2b, step 4). We imposed that the
sequence identity in the partially overlapping region is
100% and lengths of the receptor chains must be equal.
Under these circumstances, sequence alignment and
structural alignment were almost identical. To define
considerable partial overlap, we imposed the minimum
overlapping fraction to be N0.10, where the minimum
overlapping fraction was defined by (number of over-
lapping residues)/Min (number of interface residues in a
pair of receptors). In addition, we took only the cases
where the number of residues in the partially overlapping
region was N4 (average number of overlapping residues
was observed to be 11±8). To improve this list, we
removed all redundant records of two receptors coming
from the same protein complex, as they will bind to their
ligands simultaneously (Supplementary Material S1). This
resulted in 49 clusters of receptor interfaces. Subsequently,
we made an MSA38 of the receptor chains (Fig. 2b, step 5)
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in the sequences. By integrating all the interface residues
from different receptor interfaces, we defined a multi-
ligand interface for a receptor cluster (any site involving
gaps or substitutions in the MSA were ignored). After this
step, we created two data sets for our analysis. In data set 1,
we imposed a condition that all the pairs of receptors in a
receptor cluster that share partially overlapping interfaces
were identical with each other in terms of amino acid
sequence and length of the sequence, whereas in data set 2,
one of the receptors in a multi-ligand interface was
experimentally observed to bind all the ligands (according
to the Database of Interacting Proteins39). We had 37
receptor clusters in data set 1 (Table 1) and 21 in data set 2.
We observed that all the 21 clusters present in data set 2
were also included in data set 1. Therefore, analysis of data
set 1 will cover more types of date hub proteins, and thus,
in the subsequent sections, we investigated only this data
set of hub proteins (referred to as the hub protein data set in
Results andDiscussion). However, at this step,we found in
many receptor clusters that the number of types of ligands
bound to a multi-ligand interface was only two. When we
selected the date hub proteins that interact with at least five
different ligands, we obtained 21 receptor clusters in data
set 1.
To know what types of proteins exist in our data set, we
annotated each chain of receptor and ligands by using a
pre-compiled table12 of receptor and ligand PDB annota-
tions. Annotations of receptor and ligands were extracted
from the corresponding PDBML (PDB Markup
Language)40 files. We observed that the annotations of
receptors were the same in each receptor cluster (Supple-
mentary Table S2). However, 4 receptor clusters [includ-
ing lysozyme, vascular endothelial growth factor,
photosystem Q(B) protein, and HLA class II histocompat-
ibility antigen] out of 21 receptor clusters were not
included in our study, because ligands of lysozyme,
vascular endothelial growth factor, and HLA class II
histocompatibility antigen were different types of anti-
bodies and may not be biologically relevant and photo-
system Q(B) proteins were interacting with different
ligands involved in a single photosystem II reaction center
assembly, and hence, this type of receptor should not be
included as a date hub protein. Moreover, 17 clusters
remaining in the hub protein data set included two
clusters annotated as thrombin and three clusters anno-
tated as ubiquitin. From the source organisms,41 two types
of thrombin clusters were annotated as bovine thrombin
and human thrombin. Moreover, from the MSA of the
receptor chains, we observed that 2 out of 3 ubiquitin
clusters were similar (≥97% sequence identity). Therefore,
we fused those 2 ubiquitin clusters and annotated the
cluster as vertebrate ubiquitin (by using source
organisms).41 The remaining ubiquitin cluster was anno-
tated as yeast ubiquitin. As a result, 16 receptor clusters
remained in the hub protein data set (Table 1), and they
contained 16 multi-ligand interfaces in total.Definitions of OV and Non-OV regions
To define OV and Non-OV regions first for each
receptor cluster, we obtained the total number of ligand
types N, the number of cases Nj that ligand of type j was
bound to the multi-ligand interface, the number of alignedsequences in the MSA, or the number of interfaces present
in the clusterNseq. We defined promiscuity of residue site i
in the multi-ligand interface as
fi =
1
N
XN
j=1
XNseq
k=1
ykj;i
 !
=Nj; N ð1Þ
where, δj,i
k is equal to 1 if a ligand of type j interacts with
residue site i in the interface k; otherwise, it is 0. Next, we
calculated histograms of promiscuity of residue sites for 16
multi-ligand interfaces and normalized the counts in each
bin by the total number of residue sites. Finally, the counts
in each bin were averaged over 16 multi-ligand interfaces
and defined a threshold value (fcut) as the median of the
promiscuity of all residue sites in all multi-ligand in-
terfaces (0.2865 in the present study). If, for a residue site,
we obtained fi≥ fcut, that residue site was defined to be in
the OV region; otherwise, that residue site was defined to
be in the Non-OV region.
Note that protein–protein interfaces were defined at the
atomic level.12 On the other hand, OV and Non-OV regions
were based on sequence alignment; that is, these two
regions were defined at the residue level. To obtain atomic-
level description of the multi-ligand interface, we divided
each residue site into sets of equivalent interacting atom
types and we defined each such set as an atom site in multi-
ligand interface.Anatomsite that belongs to a residue site in
theOV orNon-OV regionwas defined as an atom site in the
OV region (OVa) or Non-OV region (Non-OVa).
Identification of buried and exposed residues
and atoms in the multi-ligand interface
First, we defined buried and exposed residues and
atoms for each interface in a receptor cluster. For this, we
calculated the solvent ASA of each atom in a receptor
chain involved in a receptor–ligand interface using
NACCESS.35 Interface atoms with b1 Å2 ASA were
defined as buried atoms; otherwise, they were defined
as exposed atoms. If all interface atoms from a residue
were buried, it was defined as a buried residue; otherwise,
it was treated as an exposed residue.
First, we divided promiscuity of a residue site (fi) into
promiscuity of a residue site interacting and buried (fi,B)
and promiscuity of the residue site interacting and
exposed (fi,E), where fi,B and fi,E were defined as
fi;X =
1
N
XN
j=1
XNseq
k=1
ykj;i;X
 !
=Nj; N ð2aÞ
where, X∈ {B,E} and δj,i,Bk or δj,i,Ek is equal to 1 if ligand of
type j interacts with residue site i in the interface k and is a
buried or exposed residue; otherwise, it is 0.
At the atomic level, we defined promiscuity of an atom
site ‘ia’ interacting and buried (fia,b) and promiscuity of an
atom site interacting and exposed (fia,e), where fia,b and fia,e
were defined as
fia;x =
1
N
XN
j=1
XNseq
k=1
ykj;ia;x
 !
=Nj; N ð2bÞ
where, x∈ {b,e} and δj,ia,bk or δj,ia,ek is equal to 1 if ligand of
type j interacts with atom site ‘ia’ in the interface k and is a
buried or exposed atom; otherwise, it is 0.
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(and atoms) in the multi-ligand interface, we defined a
residue (or atom) site in the multi-ligand interface as
buried or exposed using the promiscuity values {fi,B and
fi,E for residue level [Eq. (2a)] and fia,b and fia,e for atomic
level [Eq. (2b)]}. In the residue level (Fig. 3a), we defined
a residue site as buried in the multi-ligand interface if
fi,B≥ fi,E; otherwise, it was defined as exposed. Therefore,
the fraction of buried residue sites in a multi-ligand
interface for cluster c (FB
c ) was defined as (number of
buried residue sites)/(total number of residue sites), and
the fraction of buried residue sites averaged over all the
clusters was defined as 1 =Nclusð Þ
P
c
FcB, where Nclus is
the number of clusters in the hub protein data set.
Similarly, at the atomic level (Fig. 3b), we defined an
atom site as buried in the multi-ligand interface if
fia,b≥ fia,e; otherwise, it was defined as exposed. There-
fore, the fraction of buried atom sites in a multi-ligand
interface for cluster c (Fb
c) was defined as (number of
buried atom sites)/(total number of atom sites) and the
fraction of buried atom sites averaged over clusters was
defined as 1 =Nclusð Þ
P
c
Fcb.
Propensities of buried residues and atoms in the OV
and Non-OV regions
To calculate propensity of buried residues (and atoms)
in the OV and Non-OV regions, we first removed any bias
due to unequal proportion of buried and exposed residues
(and atoms) in the multi-ligand interfaces. This was done
by calculating threshold values of fi,B and fia,b (0.1 and 0.13,
respectively, in the present study) following the method
outlined in Definitions of OV and Non-OV regions. A
residue site in the multi-ligand interface was redefined as
buried if fi,B≥0.1; otherwise, the residue site was redefined
as exposed. Similarly, an atom site in the multi-ligand
interface was redefined as buried if fia,b≥0.13; otherwise,
the atom site was redefined as exposed.
For each cluster c, we obtained the number of buried and
exposed residue sites in the OV region (NB,OV
c and NE,OV
c )
and in the Non-OV region (NB,Non-OV
c and NE,Non-OV
c ). The
propensities of buried residues to occur in OV or Non-OV
regions from a cluster c (Fig. 5a) were defined as
PcB;Y =
NcB;Y =
P
Y
NcB;Y
NcB;Y + N
c
E;Y
 
=
P
Y
NcB;Y +
P
Y
NcE;Y
  ; N ð3aÞ
where Y∈ {OV, Non-OV}.
At the atomic revel, for each cluster c, we obtained the
number of buried and exposed atom sites in the OV
region (Nb,OVa
c and Ne,OVa
c ) and in the Non-OV region
(Nb,Non-OVa
c and Ne,Non-OVa
c ). The propensities of buried
atoms to occur in OV or Non-OV regions from a cluster c
(Fig. 5b) were defined as
Pcb;y =
Ncb;y =
P
y
Ncb;y
Ncb;y + N
c
e;y
 
=
P
y
Ncb;y +
P
y
Nce;y
  ; N ð3bÞ
where y∈ {Ova, Non-OVa}.To know whether PB,OV
c and PB,Non-OV
c (i.e., at the
residue level) were significantly different or Pb,OVa
c and
Pb,Non-OVa
c (i.e., at the atomic level) were significantly
different, we calculated errors using bootstrapping
methods (with 1000 resampling)42 (Fig. 5a and b,
respectively).Propensities of a residue type in the interface and
in the OV and Non-OV regions
To calculate the propensity of a residue type (r) in the
interface (I) over surface (S), we started with 16 multi-
ligand interfaces, and for each multi-ligand interface from
cluster c, we obtained the number of residue type r in the
multi-ligand interface (Nr,I
c ) and in the surface region (Nr,
S
c). A residue was defined to be in the surface of the hub
protein if the residue site was outside of the multi-ligand
interface and all the equivalent residues were exposed. A
residue that was outside of the receptor–ligand interface
was defined as exposed if at least one atom of the residue
was exposed.
We defined the propensity in the interface over surface
(I/S) of a residue type as follows,
Pr;I=S =
Nr;I =
P
r
Nr;I
Nr;S =
P
r
Nr;S
; N ð4aÞ
where Nr;i =
P
c
Ncr;I =N
c
 
, Nr;S =
P
c
Ncr;S =N
c
 
, and Nc =P
r
Ncr;I +
P
r
Ncr;S.
To calculate the propensity of a residue type (r) in the
OV region over the Non-OV region, we started with 16
multi-ligand interfaces, and for each multi-ligand interface
from cluster c, we obtained the number of residue type r in
the OV (Nr,OV
c ) and Non-OV regions (Nr,Non-OV
c ).
The propensity of a residue type r in the OV region over
the Non-OV region was defined as
Pr;OV=Non−OV =
Nr;OV =
P
r
Nr;OV
Nr;Non−OV =
P
r
Nr;Non−OV
; N ð4bÞ
where Nr;OV =
P
c
Ncr;OV =N
c
 
, Nr;Non−OV =
P
c
Ncr;Non−OV =N
c
 
, and
Nc =
P
r
Ncr;OV +
P
r
Ncr;Non−OV.
Moreover, we calculated the propensity of residue type
r in the OV region over the Non-OV region in terms of
BSA, where instead of counting the number of occur-
rences of a residue type r, we calculated the BSA of that
residue (see Supplementary Material S5 for the calcula-
tion of BSA of a residue site in a multi-ligand interface).
However, the trend did not correlate well with the
residue propensities based on the number of occurrences
(Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.45 with P-
value=4.8×10−2) because there were many residues in
the multi-ligand interface that were involved in indirect
interaction, and thus, those residues did not contribute to
the calculation of BSA.
Statistical significance of the propensities of residue
types to occur in interfaces over surface (Fig. 4) and the
propensities of residue types to occur in the OV region
over the Non-OV region (Fig. 6) were calculated by using
bootstrapping method (with 1000 resampling).42
725Distinct Roles of Hub Protein Interface RegionsDefinition of content of secondary structural
elements in the multi-ligand interface
To calculate contents of regular (α-helix, 310-helix, π-
helix, andβ-strand) and non-regular (turn, bend, β-bridge,
and coil) structures32 of a multi-ligand interface, we first
calculated the promiscuity of a residue site interacting and
regular (fi,reg) or a residue site interacting and non-regular
(fi,non-reg). A residue site in the multi-ligand interface was
assigned to contain a regular structure if fi,reg≥ fi,non-reg;
otherwise, the residue site was assigned to contain non-
regular structures. A fraction of regular structures in a
multi-ligand interface (Freg
c ) was obtained from the
(number of residue sites in the multi-ligand interface
assigned to contain regular structure)/(all residue sites in
the multi-ligand interface), and the fractions of regular
structures averaged over all the multi-ligand interfaces
were obtained from 1 =Nclusð Þ
P
c F
c
reg. To calculate the
propensity of non-regular structures in the multi-ligand
interfaces, we obtained a threshold value (0.09) for fi,non-reg
and residue sites in the multi-ligand interfaces were
redefined accordingly. The propensities of residue sites
to occur in OV or Non-OV regions with non-regular
structures from a cluster c (Fig. 9) were defined as
Pcnon−reg;Y =
Ncnon−reg;Y =
P
Y
Ncnon−reg;Y
Ncnon−reg;Y + N
c
reg;Y
 
=
P
c
Ncnon−reg;Y +
P
c
Ncreg;Y
  ; N
ð5Þ
where Y∈ {OV, Non-OV} and numbers of residue sites
with non-regular and regular structures were Nnon-reg,OV
c
and Nreg,OV
c in the OV region and Nnon-reg,Non-OV
c and
Nreg,Non-OV
c in the Non-OV region.
Similarly, we calculated fractions of coil, helical
(considering α-helix, 310-helix, and π-helix), and strand
structures by assigning each residue site in the multi-
ligand interface as coil or non-coil, helical or non-helical,
and strand or non-strand on the basis of promiscuity of
the residue site. Propensities of coil versus non-coil,
helical versus non-helical, and strand versus non-strand
were calculated by redefining residue sites from thresh-
old values and following equations similar to Eq. (5).
Definition of content of indirectly interacting atoms
in the multi-ligand interface
Using atomic-level description of multi-ligand interface,
we defined that an atom site was involved in indirect
interaction if there was at least one indirectly contacting
atom in the set of equivalent atoms. However, to obtain
exposed and indirectly contacting atoms (and buried and
indirectly contacting atoms) in a multi-ligand interface, we
defined quantities such as promiscuity of an atom site
involved in indirect interaction and was exposed (fia,e,
indirect) and promiscuity of an atom site involved in
indirect interaction and was buried (fia,b,indirect). In a set
of equivalent atoms, we took only the atoms involved in
indirect interaction. Next, we defined an indirectly
contacting atom site as exposed and indirectly contacting
if fia,e,indirect≥ fia,b,indirect; otherwise, the atom site was
defined as buried and indirectly contacting. The fraction
of exposed and indirectly contacting atoms for each
cluster (Fe,indirect
c ) was calculated as (number of atom sitesin multi-ligand interface involved in indirect interaction
and exposed)/(all atom sites in the multi-ligand interface
involved in indirect interaction) (Fig. 10). Error bars in Fig.
10 were calculated from bootstrapping with 1000
resampling.42
Data set of non-redundant receptor–ligand interfaces
To create a data set of receptor–ligand interface that was
a non-redundant representation of all interfaces present in
the PDB data set, we started with all protein–protein
interfaces present in our initial data set (where the
corresponding protein structure was solved by X-ray
diffraction experiment with resolution ≤2.5 Å and R-
factor ≤0.25) and performed hierarchical clustering of the
sequences obtained from entity identities of the receptor40
by using program Cd-hit43 up to 30% sequence identity
threshold. From each cluster of receptors, we took the
representative receptor entities and built a data set of
cluster of receptor–ligand interfaces. Then, we clustered
the sequences of ligand chains bound to a particular
receptor chain using 100% sequence identity threshold
with E-value b0.001. From each resulting receptor–ligand
cluster, we picked one interface randomly to create the NR
data set of receptor–ligand interface. The number of
interfaces in the NR data set was 5667.
For the calculation of diversity of χ1 angle in the NR
data set, a set of equivalent residues was detected in the
following way. For each receptor–ligand clusters present
in the NR data set, we took only those clusters that contain
more than one interface (4938 clusters). In each cluster, we
have identical set of receptors bound to identical set of
ligands. For each set, we identified equivalent interface
residues from the sequence alignments. This set was
different from a set of receptors in multi-ligand interfaces
in the hub protein data set, where identical receptors bind
to different ligands.
Supplementary materials related to this article can be
found online at doi:10.1016/j.jmb.2011.06.027Acknowledgement
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